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• From a compliance to a performance based policy.
The Commission proposal will bring a CAP focused on delivering
results based on 9 common objectives.
The detailed definition of requirements in interventions of measures
will be a new responsibility for Member States through national
strategic plans, based on a common list of interventions and a
common governance system.
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• Most of the interventions are already present in the current
CAP.
The interventions proposed by the Commission in the CAP reform
most of then are already present in the current CAP, with a certain
degree of variation or scope.
The proposals provide more flexibility to MMSS to define the
interventions to better fit them to de particularities of each
territory.
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• ¿What does exactly involve to elaborate an strategic plan?
To draft an strategic plan involves, firstly, to assess the necessities or
sectors and rural areas directly link to each of the specific common
objectives of the CAP.
Based on this assessment the Member State will define the precise
interventions or measures of the new CAP.
The procedure is taken, in a simplified way, from the current process
of drafting rural development programs and all must be carried out
in a transparent and participative way.
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Plan Estratégico
PAC

Agreed timetable to elaborate the
assessment of needs during 2019 for
each specific objective

Council of Regional Ministers 21 th
January 2019
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• Spain has formally decided to kick off the planning process.

The Task Force will begin its work on 25th February with the regional
authorities. In this first meeting:
- Methodology procedures and task sharing among central and regional
authorities will be established.
- Two first two working groups will be stablished to deal with objectives 1
(viable farm income) and 7 (attract Young farmers plus gender
approach).

European Commission will join this first meeting to support the
process.
Afterwards, meetings with agricultural unions, NGOs and any other
stakeholders will take place.

• How does it fit with the political calendar of negotiations?
European Parliament elections & Commission cabinet renewal will
slow down the rhythm of negotiations for the CAP and MFF.
Realistically, new CAP will not enter into force before 2020.
Planning process should be adapted in consequence to the changes
that could happened in the meanwhile.
Anyway, Spain will focus on getting ready its Strategic Plan so it
could be forwarded to the Commission as soon as the regulations
make it possible: our target (at the time being) will be to present the
Plan in 2021.
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• Spanish position
The Spanish position was stablished in a document presented
to the Council of Ministers of the Spanish Government in
November 2018. This document gathers most of the
contributions of regional governments, unions and NGO and
reflects the Spanish initial position on negotiations.

• Main features of Spanish position:
• Maintaining the CAP budget at the current level for EU 27,
including co financing rates for rural development.
• A single strategic plan for Member State.
• A definition of genuine farmer adapted to the reality of Spain,
prioritising professional and family farming but taking into account
the reality and role of partial farming.
• Keeping what we get in the Omnibus regulation, mainly regarding
definition of permanent pasture and the role of producers
organisations.
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• Direct payments as main tool to support farm income.

Elementos redistributivos:
- Pago redistributivo (en función de las
superficie o de la dimensión económica).
- Degresividad a partir de 60.000 € y limitación
del pago a partir de un umbral no inferior a
100.000 €.

• Risk management. Spain will continue support its insurance systeman
against bad weather condition with national funds and will work on
developing new risk management tools in the framework of producers
organisations.
• Crisis management. Spain will support the maintaining of the current tolos,
reinforcing their efficiency and providing more transparency. There will be
necessary to find the way to support producers organizations in order to
facilitate them to play an efficient role in dealing with crisis. There will be
as well a mechanism that oblige to the Commission to provide a response
in case market signals fall bellow a predetermined set of indicators.
• Value chain. We will support measures to improve the functioning of the
value chain as a chain that add up value for all stakeholders and specially to
farmers.
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• A new environmental architecture that should be an evolution regarding the
current one. The nutrients sustainability tool should be implemented on a
voluntary basis through the advisory system.

• Second pillar intervention measures more focused on generational renewal,
innovation & knowledge transfer, gender approach, geographical imbalance
and environment

Aumento del
importe para la
instalación de
jóvenes
agricultores
(hasta 100 000 €)

Jóvenes y
Nuevas
empresas rurales
Intercambio de
conocimientos e
información

Empleo de
instrumentos
financieros en
combinación con
subvenciones

Compromisos
medioambientales

Inversiones
• 8 Tipos de
Intervenciones
amplias
• Adaptadas y
definidas por los
EEMM

(reemplazando alrededor de
70 medidas y submedidas)

CRITERIOS DE SELECCIÓN DE
OPERACIONES

Cooperación

Desventajas específicas

RN 2000 / Directiva Hábitats y
Aves

MEDIDAS
SIGC

Zonas con Limitaciones
Naturales y específicas
Instrumentos
de gestión
del riesgo

LEADER
Asociación Europea
para la Innovación

Mejorar las sinergias con los proyectos LIFE y financiar
los intercambios tipo Erasmus para jóvenes agricultores

Obligatorio Programar
herramientas de gestión de riesgos
(sin requisitos mínimos de presupuesto)
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• Real simplification through intensive use of new thecnologies:
• Continuous monitoring via satellite images.
• Evolution towards a claimless system to replace anual aplications.

• Spanish position is based in achieving
certainty and stability for farmers.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keeping the budget to deal with a greater ambition.
Direct payments to support farm income.
Common objective and common rules.
Greater climate and environmental ambition.
Fostering the role of women in rural areas.
Fostering innovation and knowledge transfer.
Closing the digital gap between rural and urban areas.
Reducing the population territorial imbalance of most depopulated
areas.
Making farming an attractive outlet for young people.
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• Starting out:
• In March Spain will start to elaborate the assessment of need related to
objectives 1 (viable farm income) and 7 (attract young farmers); the draft
report would be finished by July. By then, the working groups dealing with the
remaining objectives will have been launched.
• After summer 2020 Spain should have been completed its strategic plan.

Thank you for your attention
Muito obrigado pela vossa atenção
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